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	The 10th Urban Environment Symposium (10UES) was held on 9–11 June 2010 in Gothenburg, Sweden. UES aims at providing a forum on the science and practices required to support pathways to a positive and sustainable future in the urban environment. The UES series is run by Chalmers University of Technology within the Alliance for Global Sustainability (The AGS).


	Papers by leading experts are presented in sections on  Sustainable Urban Develoment and Urban Planning; Air Quality and Human Health; Urban Waters; and Urban Soil Contamination and Treatment.
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Essentials of Mathematical Methods in Science and EngineeringJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		A comprehensive introduction to the multidisciplinary applications of mathematical methods, revised and updated

	
		The second edition of Essentials of Mathematical Methods in Science and Engineering offers an introduction to the key mathematical concepts of advanced calculus, differential equations, complex...
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Effective awk Programming (3rd Edition)O'Reilly, 2001
Effective awk Programming provides complete coverage of the gawk 3.1 language as well as the most up-to-date coverage of the  POSIX standard for awk available anywhere. Author Arnold Robbins  clearly distinguishes standard awk features from GNU awk (gawk)-specific features, shines light into...
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Bureaucratic Landscapes: Interagency Cooperation and the Preservation of BiodiversityMIT Press, 2003

	Political scientists have long been concerned about the tension between institutional fragmentation and policy coordination in the United States bureaucracy. The literature is rife with examples of agencies competing with each other or asserting their independence, while cooperation is relatively rare. This is of particular importance in...
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Big Think Strategy: How to Leverage Bold Ideas and Leave Small Thinking BehindHarvard Business School, 2007

	Business leaders need bold strategies to stay relevant and win. In "Big Think Strategy", Schmitt shows how to bring bold thinking into your business by sourcing big ideas and executing them creatively. With the tools in this book, any leader can overcome institutionalized 'small think' - the inertia, the narrow-mindedness,...
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Quality Assurance in Dialysis (Developments in Nephrology)Springer, 1999

	In examining the preface of our first book, it is increases needed. The Deming philosophy empha apparent that the editorial comments made in sizes that quality is never fully achieved: process 1994 are even more pertinent in today's cost- improvement is never ending. constrained healthcare environment than when But, what is quality?...
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Reactive with ClojureScript Recipes: Functional Programming for the WebApress, 2017

	Use ClojureScript to create powerful serverless Web applications that are responsive and engaging. This book presents Reactive recipes with Reagent, a ClojureScript reactive framework, to create interactive applications. 


	Throughout the book, Reactive with ClojureScript...
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